Gender Conflicts & Family Mediation.
Gender conflicts have a special place in the diversity of social conflicts.
Gender conflicts - conflicts of gender roles and contradictions between
expectations and reality in their implementation - are integral attributes of social
development. The course will provide an opportunity to identify, diagnose and
regulate gender conflicts.
By mastering the content of the course, students will have the opportunity to
analyze the historical background and values of gender conflicts, ways of resolving
the conflict, based on the latest sociological research. The teacher will provide a
comprehensive overview of the diverse approaches to the definition of modern
gender conflicts and will characterize the social causes of their occurrence and
features of manifestation in various areas.
Mediation is an informal but well-structured procedure for resolving a
conflict with the participation of a neutral mediator who supports the parties in
reaching a mutually beneficial solution. The basic principles of mediation is
equality of the parties, impartiality, confidentiality and voluntariness allow in the
process of resolving the conflict to reach a consensus with maximum regard to the
wishes and requirements of the conflicting parties (win-win).
The main tasks of studying the credit module " Gender Conflicts & Family
Mediation " are:
• to form an idea of the conceptual sociological approaches that underlie the
theory of gender conflict;
• to form an idea of the features of the formation of theories of gender
socialization as one of the sources of gender conflicts;
• to understand the essence of the mediation process as an alternative way of
resolving disputes;
● to use of modern models, stages, mediation techniques, based on both
theoretical principles and the empirical experience of practicing mediators;
• to model algorithms of their behavior in order to ensure the effective
implementation of gender rights and opportunities;
• to implement in practice modern strategies for regulating gender conflicts
in society;

